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In Autumn Rhythm is a twelve-minute work for orchestra inspired by the improvisational 
processes and artistic outlook of American painter Jackson Pollock (1912 - 1956). Pollock’s 
work Autumn Rhythm manifests itself in this piece as a web of dense, improvisatory  
counterpoint that emphasizes aggregate texture over clear linear designs. The form is delineated 
by a metric palindrome extrapolated from the symmetrical rhythmic design of the opening 
section. 
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I.  INSTRUMENTATION 
 
 
2 Flutes (2nd doubling Piccolo) 
2 Oboes (2nd doubling English Horn) 





2 Horns in F 

















Piano (doubling Celesta) 
 

















 Rhythmic values should remain intact at meter changes unless a metric modulation is 
specified. 
 
 Hairpins that do not result in a dynamic change are merely to aid the performer in 
shaping a line. 
 
 
 Glissandi are indicated with a straight line.  
 
  
 Complex tuplets are indicated as a ratio (7:8 = 7 in the space of 8) 
 
 







                               = Double tonguing (flutes) 
 






 The horn, trumpet, and trombone parts all require straight mutes; trumpets also require 
harmon mutes. 
 






 Pedaling indications for the Piano, Celesta, and Vibraphone merely signify textural 
necessity for use of the pedal.  Additional pedaling is at the discretion of the performer. 
 
 
                       = let vibrate 
 
 





 Un-slurred notes should be played with brush strokes unless it is noted otherwise. 
 
 Artificial harmonics are indicated by a  ( ˚ ) above the notehead.  The resultant pitch is 
one octave higher than notated. 
 
 Glissandi should be seamlessly connected, unless impossible like the Cello and Bass 






















III. STRUCTURAL SYNOPSIS 
 
In Autumn Rhythm’s structure is most succinctly articulated by these four main points: 
 
1. The pitch material is derived from an all-interval tetrachord [0146] and scales made of 
cycles and extrapolations of that tetrachord’s subsets [014] and [026]. 
 
2. The piece has macro pitch-centricity on E.  Important structural approaches occur in the 
bass register from the above F.  Much of the harmonic tension in the piece is created 
through the introduction, flirtation, and fulfillment of that specific linear descent. 
 
3. There are three important recurring elements: 
 
 












 and a borrowed theme from Robert Mueller’s Die Lebendigen und Die Todten 



























4. The three sections of the work (A, B, C) - as well as their sub-sections - are delineated by 
a palindromic metric scheme. 
 
 
   A        B         C 





4 + 6 + 6 
4 + 8 + 8 
5 
4 
3 + 3 + 4 








































































































































with motion and intensity, expressive ()
with motion and intensity, expressive ()
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